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It is a great pleasure to contribute this article to Dr. Edward Brovarski’s Festschrift. Dr. Brovarski was an invaluable support and inspiration during my doctoral research on the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) at Giza. His commitment to documenting the cemeteries at this necropolis conveys his own deep appreciation of this site, its funerary architecture, and decorative programs. It is to Dr. Brovarski that I dedicate this article.

The mastabas of Duaenra (G 5110) and Khemetnu (G 5210) in the Western Cemetery at Giza are important examples of tombs whose owners may have a connection to the royal family buried in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) and their decorative programs. The location of these two mastabas near Khufu’s pyramid may indicate that they were of high status. The mastaba of Duaenra (G 5110) is dated to the reign of Menkaura, although a date in Khafra is also suggested; while, Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210) is also dated to the late Fourth Dynasty, possibly early Fifth Dynasty. Scholars have traditionally associated Duaenra and Khemetnu with Khufu’s family: Duaenra is considered to be a son of Meresankh III and Khafra making him a great-grandson of Khufu, while Khemetnu has the title of steward to Khufu’s children and a grandchild. These relationships with Khufu’s family make their connection to the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) an obvious one, which is further emphasized by iconographic as well as inscriptive evidence; however, Reisner’s interpretation of certain aspects of this evidence is no longer accepted, serving as a catalyst for a reassessment of these two mastabas. Thus, through a study of the archaeological, inscriptive, iconographic, and stylistic evidence, it may be possible to place Duaenra and Khemetnu within the historical framework of the mid to late Fourth Dynasty and the proposed interconnections between the Western and Eastern Cemeteries at Giza.

Mastaba of Duaenra (G 5110)

The mastaba of Duaenra (G 5110) is believed to belong to the son of Meresankh III based on an inscription in her rock-cut tomb (G 7530sub) in the Eastern Cemetery.
(G 7000) in which a smaller figure that is painted on, rather than in relief decoration, is identified as: \( z\wr nswt n \; htf \; Dw\wr-rf \). Although missing the \( n \) of Duaenra’s name (G 5110), this figure and inscription were used by Reisner in assigning G 5110 to this son of Meresankh III. A study of this figure and inscription shows, however, there are no traces of an \( n \). Strudwick mentions one spelling of Duaenra’s name in G 5110 that is also missing the \( n \). However, he considers this a mistake, possibly due to inadequate space for the inscription on the false door stela. In the rock-cut tomb of Nebemakhet (LG 86, G 8172) in the Central Field, a brother of Duara and also depicted in Meresankh III’s rock-cut tomb (G 7530sub), a Dua[enra] (?) is mentioned in an inscription. However, the last part of his name is missing. The coordination of the Duara in Meresankh III’s tomb (G 7530sub) with the Duaenra of mastaba G 5110 remains purely hypothetical.

The problematic issue regarding Duaenra’s parentage is also related to two other factors. Firstly, Duaenra is missing a title with \( \mu t.f \), which is held by two other presumed sons of Meresankh III and Khafra, Nebemaket (LG 86, G 8172) and Niuserra (G 8140), who have rock-cut tombs in the Central Field, southeast of the pyramid complex of Khafra. The absence of a title with \( \mu t.f \) suggests that Duaenra (G 5110) is not a king’s son. Secondly, if Duaenra was a son of Khafra, then he should have been buried in the Central Field along with his other sons. Duaenra’s burial in the Western Cemetery may indicate that he had a stronger connection to Khufu.

**Archaeological Evidence**

The large scale of Duaenra’s mastaba (G 5110) is an important factor when analyzing the tomb owner’s status within the Western Cemetery. It measures 51.5 x 24.5m, and is Reisner’s type VIIIx. The mastaba contains only one shaft, which is constructed within the core. The position and large scale of Duaenra’s mastaba (G 5110) is reminiscent of mastabas G 1201, G 2100, and G 4000 in the Western Cemetery, which belonged to high-ranking individuals. In the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), the mastaba of Ankh-haf (G 7510), although of a larger size, also has the same central importance. Possibly, Duaenra’s status as a vizier was a factor in the size and plan of his mastaba. Interestingly, the mastaba’s north side aligns approximately with the north edge of Queen’s Pyramid GI-b in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), while its south side aligns with the south edge of the mastaba of Ankh-haf (G 7510), Queen’s Pyramid GI-b, and the south side of Khufu’s pyramid.

The mastaba of Duaenra (G 5110) is located in the southeastern part of the Western Cemetery, and is positioned in an area that should have contained two smaller mastabas typical of the Cemetery en Échelon. According to Reisner, two mastabas were either never built or were destroyed in order to construct Duaenra’s mastaba (G 5110). He dated the en Échelon plan in the Western Cemetery to Khafra’s reign, possibly after Year 13, based on the en Échelon section in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), or to early
in Menkaura’s reign.²⁹ Reisner also believed that the Cemetery en Échelon was already built when mastaba G 5110 was constructed, which he dated to probably the middle of Menkaura’s reign.³⁰ Jánosi, however, has demonstrated that the en Échelon principle is already a feature of some of the mastabas in the G 2100 Cemetery in the Western Cemetery, which he dates to Khufu’s reign.³¹ Using the mastaba type in the Cemetery en Échelon (Reisner’s core type IIa) and the construction material, Jánosi argues that in fact the Cemetery en Échelon was built by Khufu towards the end of his reign, but ‘left unfinished and unassigned….³² Furthermore, Jánosi questions the relationship of Duaenra’s mastaba (G 5110) to the Cemetery en Échelon,³³ leaving the architectural connection between the two an unresolved issue.

Inscriptional Evidence

The inscriptional evidence associated with the mastaba of Duaenra (G 5110) is not adequate for dating it to a particular reign. A flake of limestone (MFA 15–1–24) was found in the debris of the mastaba with the words: ‘Western’, stt.t and w”ƒ.t, and ‘Overseer of gangs of ten’ in addition to two names of overseers, Perneb and Iwfy.³⁴ Unfortunately, this inscription does not give the date of an occurrence which would make it useful for dating the mastaba’s construction. Additionally, no kings’ names are mentioned in Duaenra’s mastaba (G 5110) or on the associated fragments. From his titles, it is apparent that Duaenra was a vizier and a ‘king’s son of his body’;³⁵ but, as stated above, he lacked titles ending in n μt.f which the probable sons of Khafra, buried in the Central Field, have in their titles.³⁶ This would make Duaenra then a high-ranking official rather than a son of Khafra, particularly as it is not proven that ‘born princes’ were buried in the Western Cemetery.³⁷ Yet, his name, Duaenra, demonstrates a close affinity with the rising solar cult, similar to the names of probable sons of Khafra, i.e., Niuserra (G 8140), Sekhemkara (LG 89, G 8154), Nikaura (LG 87, G 8158), and Ankhmara (G 8460).

Iconography

The layout of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) reflects designs occurring throughout the Giza Necropolis (Fig. 1). The chapel’s dimensions are 7.85 x 1.75m;³⁸ its scale resembles Ankh-haf’s chapel (G 7510) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), which also has two false doors.³⁹ The cruciform plan of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) (Reisner’s type 6b)⁴⁰ with a central entrance on the east wall is also a feature of the chapel of Queen’s Pyramid GI-b and possibly the interior chapel of mastaba G 7530/7540⁴¹ in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), the rock-cut tomb of Nebemakhet (LG 86, G 8172) in the Central Field, and Queen’s Pyramid GIII-a adjacent to Menkaura’s pyramid.⁴² It is interesting that Duaenra as a high-ranking official selected a type of chapel that is associated with members of the royal family, particularly females. Finally, the construction of the
chapel with fine quality limestone contributed to the exquisite carving and modeling, equaling not only the mastabas in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) but also royal reliefs.

The entrance thicknesses of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) show the tomb owner seated on a chair with a low-back cushion, lion’s feet, and both regular and inverted cones for socles. He faces east with attendants behind. On the north entrance thickness, Duaenra wears a panther skin and holds a scepter in his right hand and a staff in the left (Fig. 2). The holding of a scepter and staff by the seated tomb owner on a north entrance thickness also occurs in the mastaba of Kaninisut II (G 2156), which is dated to the mid-Fifth Dynasty. Behind Duaenra on the north entrance thickness are two pairs of attendants each on a register facing right/east (Fig. 3). The first attendant on the top register holds a document (?) and staff, while the second has a sack over one shoulder and a bucket with a wide-ended object in his left hand. Figures holding sacks occur throughout Fourth and Fifth Dynasty chapels in the Eastern and Western cemeteries in addition to the Central Field. The bucket with the wide-ended object, however, also appears in chapels in the Western Cemetery (see n. 50) and on a fragment from the mastaba of Kaemnefret (GIIS) in the GIS Cemetery, which dates to the early Fifth Dynasty or later. On the bottom register behind Duaenra is an attendant carrying pleated bolts of cloth, iconography that also decorates false doors, with an inscription above, iti wnhw. Smith dated the use of wnhw 'clothing' in offering lists to the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. The second attendant on the bottom register holds a chest. In front of Duaenra is an offering formula with a figure holding a document facing left/west on the bottom register and a slaughtering scene on the right/east section of the north entrance thickness (see Fig. 2). On the south entrance thickness, Duaenra wears a pleated kilt rather than a panther skin (Fig. 4). Behind him are two attendants on the preserved bottom register (Fig. 5). An inscription is given above: iti wnhw. The first attendant, similar to the north entrance thickness, holds bolts of cloth but here they are unpleated. The attendant on the right/west carries vessels, which were used for washing before and after the meal ('washing set'). In front of the tomb owner is an offering formula and an approaching figure facing right/west. The eastern section of the south entrance thickness is mostly destroyed; however, it may also have depicted a slaughtering scene.

The east wall in Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) is divided into north and south sections, based on the central entrance, with images of the tomb owner facing away from the entrance on either section. On the south, Duaenra stands facing right/south towards a 'presentation' scene. Only the lower portion of his legs is preserved but he does carry a staff. According to Smith, craftsmen scenes originally decorated the east wall’s southern section, including boat building. Interestingly, scenes with craftsmen in five registers south of the entrance also decorate the rock-cut chapels of Meresankh III (G 7530sub), Nebemakhet (LG 86, G 8172), and Khuera (MQ 1) of the late Fourth Dynasty, in addition to possibly the mastaba of Hemiunu (G 4000). The placement
of craftsmen scenes south of the entrance also reaffirms a local geography, namely the settlement site excavated by Mark Lehner, an area of production located to the southeast of the royal necropolis area. On the preserved bottom register in front of Duaenra is a document bearer facing left/north with two men behind leading an oryx and antelope respectively with an ibex at the rear (Figs 6, 7). Oryxes and/or ibexes decorate the east walls in the chapels of the Eastern (G 7000) and Western Cemeteries. Oryxes also appear on the east walls in the Central Field, including the tomb of Kaemnefret. The two men leading animals in Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) wear kilts; the second figure has a more distinctive flap on his kilt and also possibly wears a beard. Inscriptions above the animals identify them. At the top of the register is another inscription stating that the offerings are coming from Duaenra’s Upper Egyptian estate, making the southern section of the east wall an appropriate location for these desert animals as their origin is in the south.

The south wall depicts Duaenra standing and facing right/west with offering tables in front and a trussed goose, with a slaughtering scene below (Fig. 8). Duaenra leans on a staff, which is iconography characteristic of the chapels in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) including: Khufu-khaf I (G 7140), Ankh-haf (G 7510), and Akhethetep and Meretites (G7650) (Fig. 9). Interestingly, Duaenra, Khufu-khaf I, and Ankh-haf are viziers, and all three use this image, connecting them both through their titles and iconography. Although Duaenra’s left leg is missing, the position of leaning on a staff with both feet on the ground may be an ‘outdoor’ pose in a ‘viewing’ scene. Yet, here, in Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110), this type of figure is combined with offering tables and a slaughtering scene. Although offering table scenes usually occur on the south walls in the mastabas of the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), the tomb owner is shown seated. Moreover, slaughtering scenes typically appear on the west wall in connection with the false door. This alteration in layout is probably due to the chapel type with two false doors. Interestingly, offering tables and a slaughtering scene decorate the south wall in entrance chamber (a) of the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub), but with the tomb owner seated. The slaughtering scene on Duaenra’s south wall also has distinctive iconography: the butcher’s head is placed between his arms as he holds the foreleg (Fig. 10). This particular pose resembles slaughtering scenes in the chapels of Djaty (G 7810) of the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), Kai (G 4651) of the early to mid-Fifth Dynasty in the Western Cemetery, and Akhethetep’s chapel of the early Fifth to early Sixth Dynasties in the Central Field. In this respect, the artisans of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) used particular iconography that suggests a specific artisan(s) or one group of artisans influencing another. Behind the south wall is a serdab.

The west wall depicts two scenes between the two false doors: on the south section, a preliminary carving suggests a seated figure of Duaenra facing right/north with traces of an offering table in front; while, on the north section, the tomb owner stands
right/north facing offerings of cattle (Fig. 11). In front of the traces of the offering table on the south is an unfinished object (offering?) with possibly unfinished offerings above. The design of a tomb owner seated facing right/north on the west wall’s south section between two false doors with an offering table in front (and offerings to the right of the table) resembles the layout of Akhethetep and Meretites’ west wall (G 7650) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), dated from Khufu through Khafra. On the northern section of Duaenra’s west wall, the tomb owner’s feet face right/north with traces of a staff in front, iconography that is dated to the late Fourth Dynasty or possibly earlier. Behind Duaenra’s feet are two small-scale figures: the one directly behind faces right/north, while the second one faces left/south towards the offering table scene. According to Junker, Duaenra’s son is shown with him, so, the small-scale figure directly behind him may be his son, particularly as he is carrying a staff. In front of Duaenra’s staff is another small-scale figure facing left/south. Behind him are two preserved registers: on the top register are traces of a cow with a herdsman behind, whose kilt is made of a similar material to that worn by a herdsman in the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) of the late Fourth Dynasty, in addition to Seneb’s mastaba (PM 101) which Cherpion dates to Djedefra and Iymery’s mastaba (G 6020) in the Western Cemetery of the Fifth Dynasty (see Fig. 11). In the register below, a herdsman stands between two cattle. In the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), files of cattle/oxen occur both on the west and east walls. In Ankh-haf’s chapel (G 7510), Smith reconstructs the west wall with cattle, while cattle and oxen decorate the east walls in the mastaba of Nefermaat (G 7060) and the rock-cut chapel of Meresankh III (G 7530sub) both of the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty. In the Western Cemetery, cattle occur on the west walls in the mastabas of Nesutnefer (G 4970) Seshathetep (G 5150) and Iymery (G 6020) all of the late Fourth/Fifth Dynasty. In the Central Field, cattle decorate the west wall in the tomb of Kaemnefret of the mid-Fifth Dynasty.

The north wall in Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) is mostly missing (Fig. 12). However, the tomb owner’s feet decorate the left side facing right/east with a staff in front. Two small-scale, male figures face left/west, towards the northern false door, in front of the staff. Interestingly, Duaenra is shown standing on both the north and south walls in the chapel similar to Akhethetep and Meretites’ chapel (G 7650) which also has two false doors.

The northern section of the east wall shows Duaenra standing near the entrance facing left/north in a ‘viewing’ scene. On a reconstructed block, two attendants face left/north on a register line behind Duaenra’s head. The tomb owner wears a shoulder-length wig. Behind Duaenra’s legs is his dog. In the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), the south walls in the chapel of Nefermaat (G 7060) and entrance chamber (a) of Meresankh III’s rock-cut tomb (G 7530sub) depict the tomb owner with a dog. In front of Duaenra are two columns of text facing left/north: [ ] m pr dt and [ ] dw-n[...
In front of the columns are two preserved registers (Fig. 13). The top register has traces of a figure facing right/south with vessels behind. Offerings of vessels also decorate the east wall in the chapel of Khufu-khaf I (G 7140), which is dated to the mid-Fourth Dynasty, i.e., Khafra’s reign. In Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110), the register below depicts a scribe facing right/south making the accounts. Cherpion dates the ‘coquillage en guise d’encrier’, tied to the scribe’s kilt, primarily to the reigns of kings of the Fourth Dynasty, citing mastabas that are dated to the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty. Behind the scribe are an oryx and ibex led by two men each, iconography that decorates the east wall’s southern section. The first man leading the oryx is shown partially bald, wearing a beard and loincloth similar to figures leading oxen/cattle on the east wall in entrance chamber (a) of the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub) (Fig. 14). Interestingly, the iconography of a scribe followed by two men leading an oryx, with almost identical arm positions as those in Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110), occurs on the west wall in the mastaba of Nesutnefer (G 4970) in the Western Cemetery of the early Fifth Dynasty (see Fig. 14). The unfinished figure at the northern end surrounded by chisel marks shows how the artisans carved away the background from the figures (see Fig. 13).

**Stylistic Features**

A study of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) suggests that the artisans were influenced by the carving styles of both Khafra and Menkaura. Although the chapel is unfinished, the carving is of the highest quality in fine limestone, and its boldness was remarked upon by Smith. This boldness, however, is counterbalanced by finely carved details, e.g., chest on the north entrance thickness’ bottom register (Fig. 15). Interestingly, high/bold carving also occurs in the chapel of Khufu-khaf I (G 7140), suggesting either the same group of artisans or possibly artisans working in a similar style but not necessarily contemporary.

A study of the block reconstructed on the northern section of the east wall shows Duaenra’s head with a small, almond-shaped eye with a cavity underneath (Fig. 16). The eye, however, distinctively tilts downward towards the front. This diagonally placed eye also appears on Meresankh III on the east and west walls (entrance chamber a) in her rock-cut chapel (G 7530sub). It is possible that this is a specific stylistic treatment characteristic of a particular group of artisans, or even an individual artisan, that can be dated to the late Fourth Dynasty, based on the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub).

Another stylistic feature of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) is the emphasis placed on the tomb owner’s musculature. Although his torsos are mostly missing, a study of Duaenra’s legs suggests that the artisans were influenced by the statuary of both Khafra and Menkaura. The treatment of Duaenra’s knees with u-shaped and c-shaped grooves or v-shaped ridges is also characteristic of royal statuary, i.e., Khafra’s
statues\textsuperscript{126} and Menkaura’s triads.\textsuperscript{127} Duaenra’s outer leg on the entrance thicknesses, east wall/south section, and south wall also have a series of ridge/groove/ridge/groove/ridge, as do the minor figures on the south entrance thickness (Fig. 17). This treatment of the leg through ridges and grooves also occurs in the chapel of Khufu-khaf I (G 7140).\textsuperscript{128} In royal statuary, ridges and grooves are used to define the outer part of the leg as on the greywacke statues of Khafra (CG 15-17)\textsuperscript{129} and the triads of Menkaura (JE 40678, 40679, 46499) in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo. Royal statuary probably influenced the pronounced articulation of knees and legs in relief since statues of Khafra and Menkaura exhibit this tendency.\textsuperscript{130}

Another distinctive treatment is the use of horizontal and vertical incisions on the offering table on Duaenra’s south wall.\textsuperscript{131} This type of treatment also occurs on the north wall (screen)\textsuperscript{132} in the entrance chamber of Debehen’s tomb (LG 90, G 8090), which traditionally was dated to Menkaura based on the inscription mentioning this king’s name,\textsuperscript{133} but may date to the mid-Fifth Dynasty.\textsuperscript{134} These horizontal and vertical lines also decorate an offering table on the north wall of the inner room of Nikauhor’s mastaba (LG 91, G 8091) in the Central Field\textsuperscript{135} and on the west wall in the mastaba of Neferbauptah (G 6010) in the Western Cemetery,\textsuperscript{136} both dated to the mid to late Fifth Dynasty.\textsuperscript{137}

Another interesting feature of Duaenra’s chapel (G 5110) is the rather over-large heads of the subsidiary figures on the northern section of the east wall. They were already remarked upon by Smith, including their similarity to figures in Khufu-khaf I’s chapel (G 7140),\textsuperscript{138} again suggesting a connection between these two mastabas.

**Mastaba of Khemetnu (G 5210)**

The mastaba of Khemetnu (G 5210) is located east of Duaenra’s mastaba (G 5110), which places it in close proximity to the pyramid of Khufu. Khemetnu’s title of \textit{hm-ntr Hwfw} apparently confirms his connection to this king.\textsuperscript{139} He was also connected to Khufu’s family, based on his position as a steward to Kawab (G 7110/7120), Hetepheres II (G 7110/7120), and their daughter Meresankh III (G 7530sub).\textsuperscript{140} In fact, Khemetnu is depicted in the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub) on the south entrance thickness,\textsuperscript{141} southern section of the west wall in entrance chamber (a),\textsuperscript{142} south wall in west chamber (b),\textsuperscript{143} and also possibly the rock-cut statues located in the south wall of entrance chamber (a).\textsuperscript{144} His son, Khemetnu the Younger, is also depicted in Meresankh III’s tomb (G 7530sub),\textsuperscript{145} emphasizing the close association of his family with that of Meresankh III’s.

**Archaeological Evidence:**

The mastaba of Khemetnu (G 5210) is located in the southeasternmost corner of the Western Cemetery. It is apparent that the mastabas of Khemetnu (G 5210) and Duaenra (G 5110) have an architectural relationship based on their proximity to one another.
However, this may not necessarily be based on a family connection. In analyzing the alignments of Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210), its southern side approximates with the northern edge of mastaba G7530/7540 assigned to Hetepheres II and also the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), possibly intentionally as Khemetnu was closely associated with these specific individuals.

The mastaba of Khemetnu (G 5210) measures 19.3 x 11.1m, and is Reisner’s type IXa (1) of nummulitic limestone with an exterior chapel. A similar type of mastaba belongs to Babaef (G 5230) in the Western Cemetery, which is dated to the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty, and is located close to Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210). The mastaba of Khemetnu (G 5210) has one shaft in its core, plus three other shafts outside the mastaba. There are also two serdabs: one in the mastaba and one in the south wall of the exterior chapel.

Inscriptional Evidence

An inscription in sunk relief along the top of the east face of Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210) gives the names of Kawab, Hetepheres II, and Meresankh III, as well as one of the names of Khufu (Fig. 18). Khemetnu’s title of imy-r pr, given in the inscription, emphasizes his status as a steward to members of Khufu’s family. Although Reisner and Smith reconstructed part of the inscription with Duaenra’s name, there is no apparent evidence for this, despite the close proximity of his mastaba. The placement of an inscription along the top of the mastaba face is also a feature of the ‘Statuenhaus’ of Rawer I (G 5270) in the Western Cemetery and the mastaba of Khufu-khaf II (G 7150) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), which are dated to the mid-Fifth Dynasty. This may suggest that Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210) is closer in date to the Fifth Dynasty.

On the northern subsidiary niche is an offering formula carved in sunk relief with Khemetnu seated on the left side oriented to the right/north and wearing a long wig. The inscription gives his titles: rh nswt, w’b nswt, and hm-ntr Hkwf. In the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub), Khemetnu is identified as: imy-r hmw-kz, w’b nswt, rh nswt, imy-r pr, and zś.

Iconography

Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210) has an exterior chapel consisting of two chambers (Reisner’s type 8f), which is adjacent to the mastaba’s main niche on the south (Fig. 19). The chapel is constructed of nummulitic limestone. The undecorated first chamber measures 1.05 x 1.4m; while, the second decorated chamber has dimensions of 3.8 x 0.95m (Fig. 20). The size of the second chamber is comparable to chapels with two false doors in the surrounding area, e.g., G 4930 of the Fifth Dynasty, Seshemnofer I (G 4940) of the early Fifth Dynasty, and G 5030 of the late Fourth/Fifth Dynasty.
However, Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210) is smaller than the majority of chapels with one or two false doors in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000).\textsuperscript{165} The entrance thicknesses of the second chamber depict Khemetnu standing and facing north. The northern orientation resembles the focus of Kawab’s exterior chapel (G 7120) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000).\textsuperscript{166} Additionally, chapels in the Cemetery en Échelon also have a northern access rather than an eastern one.\textsuperscript{167} On the entrance thicknesses, Khemetnu holds a staff and wears a pointed kilt with a long sash;\textsuperscript{168} on the preserved west thickness, the tomb owner wears a long wig and also holds a scepter (Fig. 21). The iconography of a standing figure with a staff, facing north, may derive from the decoration in Kawab’s chamber (c) (G 7120).\textsuperscript{169} The type of kilt worn by Khemetnu is, however, a feature of Fifth Dynasty statuary,\textsuperscript{170} possibly dating the chapel to this period. In the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), this type of kilt is also possibly worn in the chapels of Nefermaat (G 7060) and Djaty (G 7810) whose mastabas date to the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty,\textsuperscript{171} in addition to Khemetnu’s image on the south entrance thickness in the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub).\textsuperscript{172}

The east wall in Khemetnu’s second or offering chamber is only partially preserved with traces of relief in the bottom register (Fig. 22). On the northern section, a file of animals is being led to the right/south.\textsuperscript{173} In the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), the ‘presentation’ of animals occurs on the east walls in the chapels of Kawab(?)(G 7120), Akhethetep and Meretites (G 7650), Khaemsekhem (G 7660), Nefermaat (G 7060), and Meresankh III (G 7530sub),\textsuperscript{174} the latter three dating from mid-Khafra through possibly the early Fifth Dynasty.\textsuperscript{175} In the Western Cemetery, animals appear on the east walls in the late Fourth through Sixth Dynasty\textsuperscript{176} mastabas of Kaninisut I (G 2155),\textsuperscript{177} Seshathetep (G 5150),\textsuperscript{178} Rawer II (G 5470),\textsuperscript{179} Nefer (G 4761),\textsuperscript{180} Sekhemka (G 1029),\textsuperscript{181} Iasen (G 2196),\textsuperscript{182} Neferbauptah (G 6010),\textsuperscript{183} and Iymery (G 6020).\textsuperscript{184} In the Central Field, the presentation of animals decorates the east wall in the tomb of Kaemnefret of the mid-Fifth Dynasty or later.\textsuperscript{185} The next sequence on the east wall in Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210) depicts a group of musicians, namely a flute-player, harpist, and singer.\textsuperscript{186} Musicians occur on the north wall in west chamber (b) in the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub),\textsuperscript{187} which may have influenced Khemetnu’s decoration, as well as the south wall in the mastaba of Nefermaat (G 7060).\textsuperscript{188} Following the musicians in Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210) is another figure, possibly an overseer, with an eroded inscription in front with \textit{hmt}. Beyond this figure are two pairs of men each with boxes of linen, possibly unpacking them (Fig. 23).\textsuperscript{189} Similar iconography decorates the east wall in the chapel of Khufu-khaf I (G 7140), which Smith categorized as a presentation scene,\textsuperscript{190} as well as a scene in the Louvre.\textsuperscript{191} In this respect, the file of animals, musicians, and the boxes of linen is iconography that is used in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), and which may have influenced Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210), particularly as he was closely associated with Khufu’s family, in addition to the Western Cemetery. Yet, the decoration of Khemetnu’s east wall may be somewhat reduced due to the scale of his chapel.
The south wall in Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210) is also only partially preserved. It depicts five male figures processing to the right/west towards the false door on the west wall/east face of the mastaba. The first two figures may carry the khepesh, while the next three may be holding bolts of cloth. Figures carrying the khepesh occur both in the Western Cemetery and the Cemetery en Échelon, such as the chapels of Kaninisut I (G 2155), Nesutnefer (G 4970), and Seshathetep (G 5150) in which there are rows of offering bearers, in addition to the chapels of Mindjedef (G 7760), Nefermaat (G 7060), and Meresankh III (G 7530sub) in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000). The three figures in Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210) possibly holding bolts of cloth may relate back to the scene on the southern section of the east wall, in which figures are probably unpacking boxes of linen. Figures carrying bolts of cloth occur not only in the Western and GIS cemeteries, but also in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) in mastabas mostly of the late Fourth or early Fifth Dynasty. To the south of the south wall is a serdab.

The west wall in the chapel of Khemetnu (G 5210) is also the east face of the mastaba. It consists of figural decoration as well as an architrave, false door stela, and an inscribed lintel. There is also a bench in front of the false door, similar to one in the mastaba of Khufudjedef (GIIIIS) in the GIS Cemetery, dated to the early Fifth Dynasty. South of the false door, Khemetnu stands facing right/north holding a scepter in his right hand and presumably a staff in the left. Khemetnu’s image is unfinished, as is the panther skin he wears. Images of the tomb owner south of the false door niche are unusual in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000), since estates and offering bearers are usually located in this position. However, in the chapels of Nefermaat (G 7060) and Meresankh III (G 7530sub) of the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty, Nefermaat and his wife (G 7060) and Khemetnu (G 7530sub) respectively decorate this area of the west wall. Khemetnu’s location on the east face of the mastaba (west wall of G 5210’s chapel) is similar to the decoration of an embrasure, e.g., the nummulitic mastabas in the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000). Above the false door niche is an architrave in raised relief with an offering formula showing Khemetnu seated on the left facing right/north. On the false door stela below in sunk relief, Khemetnu sits facing right/north wearing a panther skin with an offering table in front. Above the offering table, a title and his name are inscribed. On the lintel below, also carved in sunk relief, are additional titles and his name.

Stylistic Features

The carving of the relief decoration in Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210) is generally of medium height, although the decoration is badly eroded. Smith placed Khemetnu’s chapel within a group of mostly nummulitic mastabas that date to the late Fourth to early Fifth Dynasty, and which are all of medium height relief. The treatment of Khemetnu’s legs on the entrance thicknesses resembles Duaenra’s (G 5110) with the series of ridge/groove/ridge/groove/ridge (Fig. 24). This bold modeling of the lower
leg is also a feature of Khafra’s and Menkaura’s statuary, demonstrating how statuary
and relief decoration impacted one another at the Giza Necropolis (see above).

The treatment of the shoulders on two of the offering bearers on the south wall
suggests that they are within the stylistic framework of the late Fourth/early Fifth
Dynasty. The first and fifth offering bearers have a triangular treatment of their
torsos with wide shoulders and a narrow waist. This stylistic treatment also occurs in
Anonymous mastaba (G 7560) and the rock-cut tomb of Meresankh III (G 7530sub) in
the Eastern Cemetery (G 7000) of the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty.205

Conclusion

An analysis of the mastabas of Duaenra (G 5110) and Khemetnu (G 5210) in the
Western Cemetery at Giza suggests that these two tomb owners are high-ranking
individuals, whose decorative programs reflect overall developments occurring
throughout the Giza Necropolis, but also have specific connections to the Eastern
Cemetery (G 7000). Iconographical similarities with mastabas in the Eastern Cemetery
(G 7000) belonging to viziers, such as Khufu-khaf I (G 7140) and Ankh-haf (G 7510),
reflect this selective process, in which the decorative programs of chapels belonging
to the royal family were possibly admired and then replicated. Direct references
to images in tombs that may date from the mid to late Fourth Dynasty suggest
that the artisans of Duaenra’s and Khemetnu’s mastabas were aware of particular
modes of representation. Interestingly, a wife is not represented in either Duaenra’s
mastaba (G 5110) or Khemetnu’s (G 5210) based on the preserved decoration, which
is uncharacteristic of mastabas of this period. Stylistically, the features of the two
chapels also reflect developments occurring throughout other cemeteries as well as
the royal sphere, i.e., the statuary of Khafra and Menkaura, particularly in the carving
of the musculature, indicating how the royal workshops influenced two-dimensional
representation throughout the Giza Necropolis. Thus, a study of the chapels of
Duaenra (G 5110) and Khemetnu (G 5210) indicates that they are fully within the
artistic repertoire of the late Fourth/early Fifth Dynasty, but include elements of
earlier tombs that emphasize their connection to Khufu and the royal family.
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Fig. 1. Plan of the chapel of Duaenra (G 5110) (From Reisner, Giza I, p. 249, fig. 152).

Fig. 2. Duaenra and Inscription (details), north entrance thickness.
Fig. 3. Detail of attendants, north entrance thickness.

Fig. 4. Duaenra (detail), south entrance thickness.
Fig. 5. Detail of attendants, south entrance thickness.

Fig. 6. Detail of document bearer and offering bearer with oryx, east wall, south section.
Fig. 7. Detail of unfinished animals, east wall, south section.

Fig. 8. South wall, chapel of Duaenra (G 5110).
Fig. 9. Duaenra leaning on a staff (detail), south wall.

Fig. 10. Detail of butcher, south wall.
Fig. 11. Herdsmen with cattle, west wall, north section.

Fig. 12. North wall, chapel of Duaenra (G 5110).
Fig. 13. Offerings of vessels and animals, east wall, north section.

Fig. 14. Detail of offering bearers with an oryx, east wall, north section.
Fig. 15. Attendant with chest (detail), north entrance thickness.

Fig. 16. Head of Duaenra, reconstructed block, east wall, north section.
Fig. 17. Duaenra’s legs, east wall, south section.

Fig. 18. View of the Inscription along the top of the east face of Khemetnu’s mastaba (G 5210).
Fig. 19. View of Khemetnu’s chapel (G 5210), looking towards Khafra’s pyramid from the northeast.

Fig. 20. Plan of the chapel of Khemetnu (G 5210) (From Reisner, Giza I, p. 282, fig. 177).
**Fig. 21.** Khemetnu with scepter and staff, west entrance thickness.

**Fig. 22.** View of the east wall, chapel of Khemetnu (G 5210).
Fig. 23. Detail of musicians, overseer(?), and chests, east wall, south section.

Fig. 24. Khemetnu’s legs (detail), west entrance thickness.